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1 Part 2/Section VI Civil work design 1. We kindly request the Civil Works drawings belonging to the each site within the sections EW 
and NS, in order to conduct preliminary coverage studies on a subsystem basis.
2. Are there any standard layout(s) defined for the station architectural designs? The reason 
behind this question is to try to group the sites per type and conduct preliminary subsystem 
coverage analysis per each site group type.

Stations are of general metro environment design. Further, reference sample  drawings have 
been provided along with the Bid.

2 Part 2/Section VI PS-29 Chapter 1/1.6 In order to integrate and interface the telecom subsystems and intelligent building 
management system (IBMS) and other building services, Ahmedabad Metro Rail Project 
Phase-I, may engage a System Integrator (SI). The Telecom contractor shall be  responsible 
for coordination with System Integrator regarding engineering, review of system design, 
interface design, testing & commissioning of all telecom subsystems and integrations of 
telecom subsystems with IBMS.

Could you please provide more information (requirements, appointed vendors if any, scope of 
systems within, etc) about the planned IBMS with in order to provide a proper dimensioning of 
the corresponding interface?

Telecom Contactor will be required to coordinate with the IBMS Contractor and shall provide 
the required details to him.

3 Part 2/Section VI PS-33 Chapter 1/3.9 The Contractor shall develop and maintain an updated Asset Database for all assets 
provided under the contract, including equipment with serial number and version number, 
software with version number and checksum, system configurations, and associated 
documentation. The Contractor shall handover the initial database to the Employer on 
completion of the  testing and commissioning works. The Contractor shall be responsible to 
maintain and update the Asset Database until the end of the Defect Liability Period, and 
handover the final database to the Employer. The Contractor shall also design the system 
such that the subsystem is able to seamlessly interface with the ERP system including 
Maintenance Management System proposed to be developed by MEGA Co. Ltd. The 
Contractor shall liaise with the designated contractor for the said ERP interface and provide 
all information with the end objective of interfacing / integrating the proposed ERP / MMS 
system

1. Could you please confirm if, for the project electronic files (documents, software…) and before 
the handover, a suitable on-line asset management service can be used in order to ease the 
exchange of information among the parties?
2. Could you please provide more information (requirements, appointed vendors if any, etc) about 
the planned MEGA ERP/MMS with in order to provide a proper dimensioning of the 
corresponding interface?

1. This shall be  finalized during the project execution phase. 

2. ERP contractor is presently not in place. Successful Bidder shall liaise with ERP 
Contractor in due course for this purpose.

4 Part 2/Section VI PS-40 Chapter 1/5.2.2.2 The Contractor shall propose an integrated MMI for PA/PIDS/ACID/Integrated Security 
Communication. This integrated MMI shall be available in all of the equipment, Control and 
monitoring rooms as per the employer requirement e.g. OCC, BCC, DCC, SCR, NMR etc.

1. It is understood that the proposed integrated MMI may include a set of different displays in 
which the user interacts with the systems in a coherent manner (e.g, one display for the 
PAS/PIDS management, one display for ACIDS/ICS management, both of them working 
together) Is this understanding correct?

The request is for an integrated MMI that is able to manage all this sub-systems. It shall leave 
the choice to the user to organise all this sub-systems management on one single display or 
several , depending on the operational constraints.  This shall be finalized during detailed 
design. The Bidder is required to propose system design complying Employer's requirement.

5 Part 2/Section VI PS-42 Chapter 1/6.1.4 For all MMI’s specially designed or customized for the Systems, the Contractor shall 
provide and organize prototypes for demonstration and submission to the Employer’s 
Representative for review prior to implementation.

Regarding to the MMI language, it is understood that only English language will be the standard 
used across all GUIs. Could you please confirm ?

Your understanding is correct.

6 Part 2/Section VI PS-100 Chapter 2/1.2.8 The PAS shall be capable of maintaining the required intelligibility at all times regardless of 
the changing environment including crowd density, temperature, humidity and noise level.

Our understanding is that the noise compensation is to be applied according to the noise level 
detected by the system, no matter the value of any other parameter consider (crowd, temperature, 
humidity). Is this understanding correct?

Clause is self explanatory

7 Part 2/Section VI PS-100, 137 Chapter 2/1.2.9, 7.9 1.2.9. Public Address system shall be end to end IP Based. Some specific locations may be 
considered for IP based speakers.
7.9. A control panel will be provided with the position responsible for monitoring fire 
alarms in Depots and all the stations. This panel will be used by the fire controller for 
making announcements in case of fire alarms. For automatic announcements, there shall be 
an interface with the PAS and the Fire system. The interface either IP level or hard wired 
shall be mutually agreed by both Contractors. In event of hard wired interface, the terface 
box shall be placed in the TER/CER. Wiring to the PAS/PIDS server beyond the interface 
box or to the Fire server (with IP interface) shall be responsibility of PAS Contractor. 

Please confirm if hardwired solutions can be employed in order to fulfill BS 6849-8 standard 
(avoid using IP speakers and PA control panel).

The solution shall be IP based in order to avoid the station server SPOF. IP speakers may be 
used for specific locations in order to optimise the cables lengts. PA Control Panel may 
represent the degraded mode. This shall be finalized during detailed design. The bidder is 
required to propose system design complying Employer's requirement.
Tender conditions prevail.

8 Part 2/Section VI PS-107, 113 Chapter 2/4.5.1 4.5.1. The output of the PAS Amplifier should be tapped and recorded automatically either 
locally or remotely at OCC & BCC, so that record of actual announcement made can be 
analyzed at a later date. The PAS recording to be stored for at least 7 days.
5.6.5. Live audio broadcast relating to emergency, fire and evacuation messages from OCC 
& BCC shall be recorded in the Centralized digital recording system at OCC & BCC. 
Similar broadcasts made from SCR/PSB shall be recorded at the SCR/TER in the PAS 
station server or the MI itself. It shall however bepossible to retrieve any message so 
recorded and save same on an external storage device like a memory stick for future 
reference.
5.6.6. The output of the PAS Amplifier should be tapped and recorded automatically either 
locally or remotely at OCC & BCC, so that record of actual announcement made can be 
analyzed at a later date. Recording to be stored at least for 7 days.
7.8. All PAS live audio broadcasts relating to emergency, fire and evacuation messages from 
OCC & BCC shall be recorded in the Centralized digital recording system at OCC & BCC 
respectively. Contractor is responsible to plan and finalize type and no. of channels to be 
provided at DRS in OCC & BCC.

Our understanding is that both routine and emergency broadcast shall be recorded as part of the 
PA system interfaces with the Centralised Voice Recording System. Please confirm?

All PAS announcements shall be recorded.

9 Part 2/Section VI PS-102 Chapter 2/3.4.2 UPS for all power requirements for Telecom systems shall not be supplied as part of this 
contract.

Being the PAS UPS requirements specifc for voice alarm applications as per BS 5839 (or EN54, 
see question Id 6), is it possible to propose an specific UPS supply for the PAS in order to meet 
the regulation?

This shall be finalized during detailed design. The Bidder is required to propose his own 
system design complying Employer's requirement & meet overall availability and MTBF.
Tender conditions prevail.

10 Part 2/Section VI PS-103 Chapter 2/4.1.6 All elements of the PAS shall comply with the requirements of BS5839-8 to achieve a final 
system that is certified BSEN 60849 compliant.

The EN 60849 standard is referred for the PAS. Being this regulation almost disused for new 
projects, is it possible to propose an EN54 architecture-based PAS instead?

Please refer Part 2/Section VI, Chapter 1, PS-25, Clause 1.4, wherein it is stated that 
Contractor has to comply with the relevant latest version of all the standards.
Tender conditions prevail.
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11 Part 2/Section VI PS-112 Chapter 2/5.4.5.3 PAS Control panel shall make live broadcast to depot work shop, servicing shed and 
stabling areas.

Our understanding is that outdoor areas belonging to Depots are not to be covered by the Public 
Address, is this correct?

Your understanding is generally correct.
The live broadcast is required in depot workshops, servicing shed, stabling area, Test track, 
parking, depot Entry/Exit, washing plant etc.

12 Part 2/Section VI PS-172,
176

Chapter 3/6.1.2, 7.1.5 6.1.2 - The display boards for other then platforms shall meet the following minimum 
specification and shall be clearly visible:
Viewing angle              160 degrees (horizontal and vertical)
Brightness                   1000 cd/m2 or better
Contrast                       1000:1 or better
Ambient                       0ºC to 50ºC
Relative Humidity      up to 99%
Screen dimension      Minimum 1067mm in diagonal
LED Display resolution Minimum 4 mm pitch

7.1.5 - The PIDS shall support multimedia functions to display video information in 
MPEG2/4 format, while supporting both SD and HD resolutions, H.264, AVCHD, full-
duplex and stereo effects for audio signal, as a minimum.

The required display technology required for the PIDs is ePaper or discrete LED, while on ERQ 
7.1.5 video contents (MPEG2/4) are also required. Does this imply using high-resolution RGB 
LED technology? Is it acceptable to propose a TFT/LCD solution, provided that the readibility 
requirements are met?

Please refer to Sl. No. 15 of Addendum-01, dated 21.09.2016.

13 Part 2/Section VI PS-142 Chapter 3/3.1.2.1 (a) A PIDS central server shall be located in the OCC & BCC which shall be connected to 
the PIDS station server equipment at each station TER via the data transmission system. 
The PIDS central server shall have redundant architecture and connectivity to Terminals 
HMIs with mirroring of disks for high reliability.

If the system terminals are to be provided within a vertual architectual (see description on ERQ 
6.1.4 on Chapter 1, page PS-42), is this requirement fulfilled if several terminals with single 
connectivity can act as PIDS MMIs as per the virtualization architecture?

The virtualised terminal is specified as MMI solution for the operators and all sub-systems. 
Station PIDS server is not mandatory as it may represent a SPOF. This shall be finalized 
during detailed design. The Bidder is required to propose system design complying 
Employer's requirement.
Tender conditions prevail.

14 Part 2/Section VI PS-204 CHAPTER 6/1.2.11 The system should allow for integration to other wide band data network such as LTE, WIFI 
etc.

Please confirm if this requirement is referred to the system's capacity for future expansion of the 
existing interfaces and not a mandatory requirement for the system to be delivered.

Yes, your understanding is correct.

15 Part 2/Section VI PS-212 CHAPTER 6/4.8.1 The radio system supplier shall submit as part of their proposal, Type examination 
certificate from only Accredited Test Houses of TETRA .The Type examination certification 
should be provided for Switching Equipment, Base Stations, Mobiles and Portables and 
should indicate the ETSI Standards that have been approved to in the Certificate. 
Certification form issued by any other Body will not be considered and the Bid shall be 
treated as technically non-compliant.

Please confirm if the requirement is referred only to devices equipped with a radio transceiver, 
such as Base Stations, Mobile and Portables.

Clause is self explanatory.
Tender conditions prevail.

16 Part 2/Section VI PS-224 CHAPTER 6/5.6.18 The Radio system shall allow incoming voice/message calls to a radio to be forwarded or 
diverted to another radio within the network. It shall be possible for the user who is 
attempting to forward a call to converse with the intended recipient prior to 
forwarding/diverting the call. The sub-classes of call forwarding to be supported by the 
network are as below:
1. Unconditional: Automatically forward the incoming call without any user Intervention.
2. Busy: Automatically forward the incoming call without any user intervention if the user is 
busy in an existing call.

It is understood that the call forwarding may be referred to a different radio or external telephone 
number if desired. Could you please confirm?

Yes, your understanding is correct.

17 Part 2/Section VI PS-226 CHAPTER 6/5.6.23.1 All radios shall remain affiliate to a preferred control channel of a designated base station if 
the signal strength is at an acceptable level in all circumstances including the base station in 
local trunking mode.

Please confirm if, as per TETRA standard, it is allowed for the base station to continue scanning 
for neighboring cells in the network while in local site trunking mode so as to restore wide area 
trunking service.

Your understanding is generally correct.
The Bidder is required to propose system design complying Employer's requirement and 
relevant standards.
Tender conditions prevail

18 Part 2/Section VI PS-249 CHAPTER 6/5.13.5 The call logs shall be able to be exported to Microsoft Excel, Access or similar without 
interrupting normal operation of the radio system.

Please confirm if it is acceptable to provide an export to standard "CSV" file format for further 
treatment/analysis using Microsoft Excel or any other similar tool.

This shall be finalized during detailed design.
Tender conditions prevail.

19 Part 2/Section VI PS-270 CHAPTER 6/6.7.10.6 The Contractor shall include full samples of all the various screen layouts and GUI 
configurations for review by the Employer’s Representative.

Please note that the RCW GUI will be offered as an standard product, asdeployed and proven in 
other Metro projects, and as such only minimalnchanges are proposed (colours, etc). Is there any 
requirement to tailor completely the MMI application according to Employer's Representative?

This shall be finalized during detailed design. 
Tender conditions prevail.

20 Part 2/Section VI PS-280 CHAPTER 6/6.11.1.1 The train radio shall be robust, shock proof and complete with antenna, radio transceiver 
unit and radio control head. The Contractor shall liaise with RS Contractor on appropriate 
vibration level to be adopted in the Design.

Please confirm if MIL 810 standard is acceptable for shock and vibration qualification. The Bidder is required to propose system design complying Employer's requirement.
Tender conditions prevail.

21 Part 2/Section VI PS-288 CHAPTER 6/6.12.1.8 The Hand-portable radio shall have a WRF Power Output, Full Keypad, IP 67, RFID for 
Inventory management & SD Card.

The key function of TETRA handset is to provide primarily clear and high quality mission critical 
grade voice services to users. Any additional application outside TETRA, but integrated into the 
TETRA handset could potentially compromise performance of the TETRA service. The SD 
memory card is a potential threat providing an insertion point for unwanted/malicious code to 
enter the device and impact the performance of the device. Could you please consider removing 
this requirement?

The Bidder is required to propose system design along with suitable protection against such 
threat complying Employer's requirement.
Tender conditions prevail.

22 Part 2/Section VI PS-369 CHAPTER 8/1.2.1.14 The system shall be able to integrate, record and store incidents and present videos from 
cameras and operator screens(…)

Our understanding is that the operators screen is to be recorded as an additional video-footage 
source. In such a case, what should be the frame rate and if the number of days for the storage of 
this footage is the same of any standard camera?

The Bidder is required to propose system design complying Employer's requirement.
Tender conditions prevail.

23 Part 2/Section VI PS-369 CHAPTER 8/8.1.2.14 The system shall be able to integrate, record and store incidents and present videos from 
cameras and operator screens. The system shall have the capability to search the recorded 
incident with respect to size; colour and motion of the object should contain smart search 
capability. The system shall have the capability to replay and reconstruct the complete 
incident giving a complete 360º view of the incident synchronized on onetime line to 
include playback from Video recording Platforms. The system shall record any predefined 
incident in a 25 frames per second to support better analysis.

The statement about the incident coverage, does imply a full 360º view of every single spot where 
an incident can occur? Could be read as a coverage as comprehensive as it is reasonably possible?

All the available views shall be integrated with their specific angle of view. This shall help 
the operator investigation with largest angle of view possible.The bidder is required to 
propose system design complying Employer's requirement.
Tender conditions prevail.
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24 Part 2/Section VI PS-388 CHAPTER 8/6.1.6 The CCTV central management system in OCC & BCC shall be installed on servers with in 
a cluster of two servers or more. In case a server in the cluster fails, another server in the 
cluster shall automatically take over the failed server’s job running the management system.

Please confirm if the requirement could be considered as compliant if proper hot-standby 
architecture is proposed without using or RDBMS (Relational database management system) to 
support the cluster.

The Bidder is required to propose system design complying Employer's requirement.
Tender conditions prevail.

25 Part 2/Section VI PS- 386,
411, 412

CHAPTER 8/8.5.4.1 and
8.6.2.19.3

5.4.1 - Video recording system shall provide primary recording locally at the respective 
station. Redundant recording facility for critical cameras shall be proposed by contractor at 
design stage & approved by engineer and employer. In case a recording failure occurs due to 
the system or otherwise, e.g. FOTS; the video streams of the failure affected cameras shall 
automatically be stored on the camera SD card. When the network connection is restored 
and the system returns to normal recording operation,
the central CCTV Management System shall be able to retrieve and merge the SD card local 
video recordings seamlessly in order to ensure uninterrupted video recordings. The camera 
shall have sufficient SD Card storage space to record a definite minimum data which should 
be agreed to by the Employer. The Network Video Recording system shall provide Fail over 
and Redundancy.

6.2.19.3 - Network Video Recording Server

It is not clear if the redundant recordings are to be provided only on the critical cameras (8.5.4.1) 
or to the full scope (8.6.2.19.3). Could you please clarify?

Redundant recording other than the local SD card shall be provided only for critical cameras.
Clause is self explanatory.
Tender conditions prevail.

26 Part 2/Section VI PS-369 CHAPTER 8/8.1.2.14 The system shall be able to integrate, record and store incidents and present videos from 
cameras and operator screens. The system shall have the capability to search the recorded 
incident with respect to size; colour and motion of the object should contain smart search 
capability. The system shall have the capability to replay and reconstruct the complete 
incident giving a complete 360º view of the incident synchronized on onetime line to 
include playback from Video recording Platforms. The system shall record any predefined 
incident in a 25 frames per second to  support better analysis.

It is understood that the smart search capability is referred to changes over time on the referred 
parameters (size, colour, motion), but not to specific values, is this understanding correct?

This clause refer to Metadata, that is particularly useful in video research.

27 Part 2/Section VI PS-427 CHAPTER 9/3.1(t) Dedicated Secure Internet connectivity and hardware firewalls to local service provider for 
internet service for OA/IT;

Please confirm that any recurrent cost such as Internet connection for MEGA is not within the 
project scope of works.

Hardware for connectivity along with firewall is in the scope of Telecom Contractor. 
However, recurrent cost for internet connectivity shall be born by MEGA.

28 Part 2/Section VI PS-430 CHAPTER 9/4.1.17 The FOTS equipment shall provide POE Feature in order to minimise the need for dedicated 
power supply.

It is understood that this requirement is referred only to network access switches, but it is not 
applicable to distribution or core network equipment. Is this understanding correct?

Your understanding is generally correct.

29 Part 2/Section VI PS-445 CHAPTER 9/6.9.1 The FOTS equipment shall operate satisfactorily at 160-280VAC, 50Hz. The equipment 
shall be capable of  withstanding voltage spikes of upto 3 times over the maximum voltage.

It is understood that the type of spikes referred in the tender condition are to be protected through 
suitable MCB or similar electric protection solutions. Is this understanding correct?

The Bidder is required to propose suitable measures for protection of his equipment to meet 
overall availability and MTBF.
Tender conditions prevail. 

30 Part 2/Section VI PS-452 CHAPTER 9/6.13.3 (xi) Power Over Ethernet (POE)-802.3 af/at  (for 10/100 and 10/100/1000 Ports); Please confirm if, apart from 802.3af capable ports, external PoE injector could be acceptable for 
some cases.

This shall be finalized during detailed design.
Tender conditions prevail.

31 Part 2/Section VI PS-458 CHAPTER 9/6.14.5 The bit error rate of transmitted data on the FOTS shall be better than 10^-9 Please confirm if 802.3ae standard is applicable to this requirement. Yes, your understanding is correct.

32 Part 2/Section VI PS - 426,
429, 430,
435

CHAPTER 9/1.1.11, 
4.1.1,
4.1.5, 4.5.1.2

1.1.11 - The FOTS shall consist of a duplicated transmission system employing carrier grade 
GEIP switches/routers utilizing optical fibres as the interconnecting media. The FOTS shall 
be configured with duplicated fibre optic rings with diverse transmission path to ensure that 
in the event of
equipment or transmission media failure, no circuit carried by the FOTS are affected except 
those connected to the failed node.
4.1.1 - The FOTS shall provide the communication support for carrying voice, data, and 
video signals and guarantee the associated quality of service requested by each sub system. 
In order to cover this broad range of services and interfaces, the FOTS shall offer different 
solutions, most E9 technically appropriate, based on the respective standards and fully 
conforming to the ITU-T Recommendations:
(a) Fiber-Optic Communication minimum 96 Fibers;
(b) 10 Giga Ethernet based backbone with WAN (Wide Area Network) topology
4.1.5 - The transmission system used as the backbone for operational communications shall 
be a GE based IP network. The system shall be based on duplicated Fiber optic ring 
structure with necessary IP protocols and
suitable protection protocol. The convergence time shall be less than 150 ms.
4.5.1.2 - A high level of redundancy and protection is to be provided at each level of the 
Giga Ethernet Backbone. The Contractor shall demonstrate how its configuration and layout 
complies with the high level of redundancy and protection requirements.

Please confirm if the FOTS is a 10 Gbps network, but if the Access network could be 1 Gbps. This shall be finalized during detailed design. This shall depend upon the other Contractor 
system requirement.
Tender conditions prevail.

33 Part 2/Section VI General Drawings Which areas of the station and depot have false ceiling ? Telecom Contactor will be required to coordinate with the designated contractor for the 
required details.

34 Part 2/Section VI PS-77 CHAPTER 1/10.8.6 Provision and extension of clean earth (< 0.5 Ohm) up toTER/UPS to be done by E & M 
Contractor.

The scope of provision of clean earth is not clear. As per Cl 10.8.6, the provision and extension is 
in the scope of E&M Contractor while as per Cl. 8.1.2.9, the scope of provision lies with Telecom 
Contractor.Kindly clarify?

Clause no. 10.8.6 shall be applicable.

35 Part 2/Section VI PS-370 CHAPTER 8/1.2.24 In case a failure occurs at the recording system or FOTS level, the video streams,from the 
cameras impacted by this failure, shall automatically be stored on the camera SD card. 
When the network connection is restored and the system returns to normal recording 
operation, the central CCTV Management System shall beable to retrieve and merge the SD 
card local video recordings seamlessly in orderto ensure uninterrupted video recordings.

ANR and Dual recording not possible at the same time in any software. This only means when 
storage is taking place on SD card dual in case of netwrok faliure recording at any other location 
cannot take place simultaneously.Kindly clarify?

It is clarified that, in the event of network failure the recording shall be stored on the cameras 
SD card and transferred to central server on restoration of network connectivity.
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36 Part 2/Section VI PS -371 CHAPTER 8/1.2.27 The video surveillance system shall allow to dynamically manage the locationwhere video 
recordings are stored, providing system administrators the ability to copy video from one 
CCTV recorder to another.

The VMS manages the cameras allocation to different storages automatically. However copying 
from one recorder to another is not supported by any standard NVR. We are already provding 
storage redundany. Kindly alter the clause and confirm the same.

This clause refers to the ability to copy video from one recorder to another, if there is a 
specific maintenance requirement.
Tender conditions prevail.

37 Part 2/Section VI PS-389 CHAPTER 8/6.2.2.1 Varifocal Lenses compatible with full HD fixed box type cameras without compromising 
the resolution/picture quality shall have the following: Focal length : 2.5mm– 40mm

This lens stated here are not available in market. Kindly review the requirement and confirm. We 
recommend 9-40 mm or better.

2.5 mm - 40 mm is the range of focal length asked for. Bidder may propose different range 
slabs complying this specification as per site requirement. The Contractor shall obtain 
Employer's approval in this regards during detailed design. 
Tender conditions prevail.

38 Part 2/Section VI PS-395 CHAPTER 8/6.2.6 High Definition IP Fixed Dome Camera (Day/Night): Lens 2.5 mm–40 mm This lens stated here are not available in market. Kindly review the requirement and confirm. We 
recommend 3-10 mm lens for IP Dome cameras.

2.5 mm - 40 mm is the range of focal length asked for. Bidder may propose different range 
slabs complying this specification as per site requirement. The contractor shall obtain 
Employer's approval in this regards during detailed design. 
Tender conditions prevail.

39 Part 2/Section VI PS-405 CHAPTER 8/6.2.19.1 The system shall support multicasting of video feeds to client Terminal in order to conserve 
network resources. Multi casting shall send a single stream of video to multiple clients, 
where the stream may be decoded and displayed on all clients simultaneously. The system 
shall automatically switch to unicast, if the client fails to connect to the multicast stream.

Automatic fallback from multicast to unicast network can be provided via a manual override. 
This is a standard feature of Video Management Software. The tender requirement stated here is 
not technically feasible.
Please confirm the same.

This shall be finalized during detailed design.
Tender conditions prevail.

40 Part 2/Section VI PS-389 CCTV System / 6.2.2 Varifocal Lenses compatible with full HD fixed box type cameras without compromising 
the resolution/picture quality shall have the following specifications as minimum:
Focal length : 2.5mm- 40mm

As per the industrial standard, the focal length of the  arifocallenses is either 2.8 mm - 12 mm / 5 
mm- 50 mm/ 8mm - 32mm & is commonly followed & available with wide range of reputed 
OEMs. Hence, we request you to kindly change the specifications of focal length for varifocal 
lenses.

2.5 mm - 40 mm is the range of focal length asked for. Bidder may propose different range 
slabs complying this specification as per site requirement. The Contractor shall obtain 
Employer's approval in this regards during detailed design. 
Tender conditions prevail.

41 Part 2/Section VI PS-395 CCTV System / 6.2.6 High Definition IP Fixed Dome Camera (Day/ Night)
9. Lens 2.5 mm - 40 mm

As per the industrial standard, the lens size is either 2.8 mm - 12 mm/ 5 mm- 50 mm / 8mm- 
32mm & is commonly followed & available with wide range of reputed OEMs. Hence, we 
request you to kindly change the specifications of lens for High Definition IP Fixed Dome 
Camera (Day/ Night).

2.5 mm - 40 mm is the range of focal length asked for. Bidder may propose different range 
slabs complying this specification as per site requirement. The Contractor shall obtain 
Employer's approval in this regards during detailed design. 
Tender conditions prevail.

42 Part 2/Section VI PS-403 CCTV System/6.2.15.1 7. Optical Storage: External DVD ROM Drive should be
supportable

Optical Storage: External DVD ROM Drive should be supportable or USB should be
supported or the data can be stored in the server.

Clause is self explanatory.
Optical storage function should be supportable by Network Video Recorder which may be 
used, if required.
Tender conditions prevail

43 Part 1/Section III EQC EQC-10 2.4.2 (b),
sl. no. 4 of addendum no. 
1 dated 21.09.2016 

Integration of Telecommunication systems with all other Systems including Hardware and 
Software (Signalling, Rolling Stock, Track, E&M, AFC, Traction, Depot) including 
Rehabilitation works, in atleast one Metro Rail project/LRT
System/Suburban Rail System/High Speed Rail system.

Accept experience of large and other infrastructure contracts. Tender conditions prevail in view of Addendum and Clarifications issued earlier.
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